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Aim To promote wide-ranging economic cooperation between Kuwait and Japan, such as in investment, technical transfers, 
trade, and human resource development, through personal exchanges, information exchanges, and exchanges of views 
between the private sectors in the two countries.

Overview

Contents 1st Session: Economic Policy/Outlook

(1) “ABENOMICS” and the Japanese Economy 
Presenter: Mr. Katsuyuki Hasegawa, Chief Market Economist, Head, Research Department‒Financial Markets, Mizuho 
Research Institute Ltd.

(2) Overview on Kuwait Economy
Presenter: Mr. Ziad Kanafani, Senior Economist, National Bank of Kuwait

2nd Session: Business Opportunity in Kuwait

Part -1: Infrastructure (including Electricity, Water and Renewable Resources):

(1) Existing 4-year Development Plan and Next Development Plan
Presenter: Dr. Adel A. Al-Wegayan, Secretary General, Supreme Council for Planning & Development

(2) Kuwait-Japan Policy Dialogue on National Development Planning
Presenter: Ms. Kyoko Kondo, National and Regional Policy Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport & Tourism

(3) Renewable Energy in Kuwait and the Gulf States
Presenter: Dr. Naji Al-Mutairi, Director General, Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research

Part-2: Medical Services:

(1) Notable Japanese Cancer Treatment
Presenter: Dr. Yasuhiro Fujiwara, Director General, Strategic Planning Bureau Chairman, National Cancer Center / Director, 
Medical Excellence JAPAN

(2) Cancer in Kuwait ‒ Facts and Numbers
Presenter: Dr. Shafeqa Al-Awadhi, Advisor for Esoteric Diseases and Cancerous Tumors

3rd Session: Joint Venture Projects

(1) Collaboration with KPI at Vietnam Nghi Son Refinery
Presenter: Mr. Hideaki Egashira, Senior Manager, Middle East Group, International Petroleum Business Dept., Idemitsu Kosan 
Co., Ltd

(2) Kuwait ‒ Japan Relations
Presenter: Mr. Ghanim Nassir Al-Otaibi, Business Development Director, Kuwait Petroleum International

(3) Business cooperation with Gulf Investment Corporation in Agriculture and Food Industries
Presenter: Mr. Susumu Koyama, Joint General Manager, International Coordination Div., Mizuho Bank, Ltd.

The following presentations were given to an audience composed of committee members, observers and concerned parties 
from Kuwait and Japan.

Result
Achievement

The conference was attended by approximately 70 members on the Japanese side and 20 members on the Kuwaiti side. The 
above presentations were given, followed by active Q&A and exchange of views, and Mr. Saito, joint chairman representing 
the Japanese side, presented a letter of request to Mr. Al-sagar, joint chairman on the Kuwaiti side, concerning (1) a review of 
the offset program and (2) cooperation for the early execution and realization of an FTA/EPA.
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JCCME

Aim To contribute to creating future businesses in the Middle East region by providing wide-ranging knowledge of the region, 
including local political, economic and social situations and the local business environment, and also by promoting the 
development of personal relationships through visits to local government offices and companies and visits to relevant sites. 

Overview In a nine-day period spanning September 14 (Fri) to September 22 (Sat), we visited the cities of Riyadh and Al Khobar (Saudi 
Arabia), Manama (Bahrain), and Abu Dhabi and Dubai (UAE). In each of these cities, we visited government-affiliated 
institutions and companies (national oil companies and private enterprises) to conduct interviews, inspected local factories 
affiliated with Japanese companies, and interacted with Japanese employees of Japanese companies stationed in the Middle 
East. 

<Saudi Arabia (Riyadh, Al Khobar)>
On the first day, members of the mission visited the JETRO Riyadh Office and received a briefing of economic and business 
situations in Saudi Arabia. They then paid a call on Mizuho Saudi Arabia, where they received an overview of the company 
and held a Q&A on the local financial situation and investors' investment attitude. On the second day, the mission visited 
NICDP to learn about the organization's policies and activities, followed by a visit to MODON, to learn about the concept of 
the industrial park managed by MODON and its incentives for attracting companies to the park. Then, in a meeting at the 
Al-Bosaily Law Firm, the group received a lecture on legal guidelines for Japanese companies advancing into Saudi Arabia 
and recent changes in relevant Saudi Arabian laws. On the third day, the mission traveled to Al Khobar in eastern Saudi 
Arabia and first visited ARAMCO's New Business Development Department. After receiving an introduction of the 
department, mission members from three companies in Japan gave a presentation. The mission then visited Hisaka Works 
Middle East for a meeting, followed by a visit to Hitachi Saihati, where it learned about the particulars of the company's 
establishment and toured its plant. 

<Bahrain (Manama)>
In Manama, members of the mission first visited the Bahrain Economic Development Board and learned about the country's 
strategy for inviting companies to Bahrain. They then paid a courtesy call on Industry and Commerce Minister Dr. Hassan 
Fakhro accompanied by H.E. Mr. Shigeki Sumi, Japanese Ambassador to Bahrain. In the following visits to Bahrain Logistic 
Zone and Bahrain International Investment Park, the group received a presentation on the logistics terminal and industrial 
facilities operated by the two organizations. The mission also visited NOGA, where it received a detailed overview of Bahrain's 
oil and gas industry policies, and Yokogawa Middle East, where they received an outline of the company's businesses.

<UAE (Abu Dhabi, Dubai)>
In Abu Dhabi, the mission received a briefing on economic and business situations in the UAE at the JCCME UAE Japan Desk, 
and learned about relevant UAE laws and regulations and legal considerations for advancing into Abu Dhabi at Pillsbury 
Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP. The group then visited ADNOC, where a presentation was given of the overview of the 
company and ADNOC Group. In the afternoon of the same day, the mission visited MASDAR and received information on 
future cities supported mainly by renewable energies. The next day, after traveling to Dubai, the members visited the Jebel 
Ali Free Zone to learn about the site's facilities and to tour the port facilities by bus. They then paid a call on the JETRO Dubai 
Office and received a briefing on general situations in MENA.
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Result
Achievement

Despite the tight schedule that took the mission through five cities in three countries over a short 9 days, most of the 
participants appreciated the opportunity to learn about similarities and differences among the countries visited and deepen 
their understanding of local economic and political situations and legal systems. Because the mission consisted of members 
from various industries and included a number of businessmen who are in charge of the Middle East region, questions and 
proposals at each destination were raised from diverse perspectives, and deep discussions were held with members of local 
destinations. Taking the occasion of this mission, some participating companies actually established a business relationship 
with some of the institutions/companies visited.
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